
Nanis 
Essentials 



We’ve made a special guide dedicated to those 
Nanis jewels, rigorously in 18kt gold and diamonds, 

that can’t be left out from your collection of 
precious. The reason? They are refined, elegant, 
and most of all extremely versatile, adapting to a 

daily outfit as well as a night one.  
And they’re now also available in shiny rose gold!
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Discover the rings

https://www.nanis.it/en/collections/anelli-doro-impilabili


Discover the Essentials

Endless shades 
of pink

Sunset and its endless pink shades, born in that 
special in-between land where day and night 

meet, have inspired SUNSET, the new Nanis 
collection in 18kt rose gold. Jewelry born from 

curiosity, from the love for gold of Laura Bicego, 
the company’s creative soul, and from the desire 

to explore this material in all its aspects.

Criss cross ring

https://www.nanis.it/en/collections/gli-essentials-nanis
https://www.nanis.it/en/collections/criss-cross


Beauty lies in diversity.
That’s why we love mix and match, which 
is now even more creative thanks to the 

Sunset collection! 
Rose gold is delicate and romantic, while 

yellow gold is warm and captivating. 
Together they create a perfect balance 

and a unique look.
Create your favorite combination!

Mix & match

Discover the rings

https://www.nanis.it/en/collections/anelli-doro-impilabili


Here is the pearl necklace according to Nanis:
18kt polished rose gold beads, culminating in a

diamond closure ready to embrace each of the
beads of this jewel, opening it to hers

endless possibilities.
This string of golden pearls can in fact become a
sensual chocker, but also a classic chanel, or a

transgressive lariot. Interpret it according to your own
look and your personality!

The iconic Ivy
turns pink

Discover Ivy collection

https://www.nanis.it/en/collections/dancing-in-the-rain-ivy


Elegant, round and sinuous: let us 
introduce you Nanis CILIEGINE!

A jewel with a classic design, that can 
also become extremely casual, especially 

if you have multiple ear holes and you 
want to combine models of different sizes 

together. Discover these earrings in 
18kt gold and diamonds or with our 

favorite natural stones, such as the bold 
onyx or the delicate aquamarine.

Sinuous boules

Discover Ciliegine earrings

https://www.nanis.it/en/collections/ciliegine
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